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editorial

A new way of ‘making’ light
Light + Building, the world’s biggest lighting fair will bring to Frankfurt
all the potential of the technological advances made in the lighting
industry. LEDs, the greatest innovation of recent years, are now
regarded as one of the symbols of this new technology capable of
creating more energy-efficient, low-consumption and environmentally
friendly products.
The simplest way to tell you about the technological and design
revolution affecting the lighting world is through the new products
developed by Disano illuminazione presented in the second part
of this issue.
New in our range are the street lights, which focus not
only on energy-saving, but also on aesthetics, as for
example, the way in which we can blend the fixture’s
design with the surrounding landscape and nature. Light
can be designed to meet the needs of different types of
traffic (vehicle, bicycle, pedestrian) characterising modern
cities. New light sources and new spotlights are also capable
of opening up a dialogue between ancient and modern
architectures to give a new identity to our cities.
As for lighting design, the wide choice of sizes, materials, and
light sources provides designers with more tools to free their
imagination and creativity. It is a more ‘human-scale’ light, designed
to accompany us throughout the whole day: at work, when we go
shopping, when we enjoy our leisure time and even when we relax at
home. Turning on a new, technologically and aesthetically renovated
light can therefore represent a sign of coming out of the crisis, as
also demonstrated by the projects, presented in the first part of
our magazine, that range from an all-new infrastructure such as the
Porta Susa high-speed railway in Turin to the renovation of an historic
architectural work like Palazzo dei Rettori in the heart of Belluno.
So, enjoy our new issue and we hope to see you in Frankfurt
from 15 to 20 April in Hall 3.1, stand E21!
Giorgio Sottsass
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projects
by Monica Autunno/photo Guido Clerici

Belluno: the ancient story
of Rectors told through LEDs
A new lighting system for the façade of a fifteenth-century building,
today hosting the Prefect’s head office, situated right in the centre of Belluno.
During the evening the building tells its story and turns into
a reminder of the city’s past glory

4
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The

building dates back to the fifteenth century
and features Venetian Gothic architecture,
later embellished with Renaissance decorations. Today, the monumental Palazzo dei Rettori, situated in
the centre of Belluno, at a very short distance from
the city’s beautiful Cathedral, is managed by the Province and currently hosts the Prefect’s head office.
Its architectural design is of excellent quality and
prestige. The ground floor is characterised by a portico with circular arches and decorated column capitals, while the façade has a central four-light window
on the first floor and a Gothic Polifora window with
seven openings on the second floor, while the sides
feature two balconies with double lancet windows.
In the past years, a great amount of work was done
to modernise the building’s systems and comply
with current safety requirements, including a new architectural LED lighting system to enhance the white
façade as well as the decorations of windows and
balconies.
The undertaking was long and demanding also due

6

Maximum respect
for materials and aesthetics
On these pages, some of the first images of the Prefect’s
office building in Belluno after the installation of the
new lighting system.
On the right, a picture of the façade of this majestic
building, with indications regarding the LED systems
that were used to illuminate it. The small dimensions
of the fixtures and the lack of UV emissions from
LED sources enabled to honour the materials, the
embellishments and the valuable architectural details
that decorate the façade, while respecting the stringent
requirements imposed by the Cultural and Architectural
Heritage Office.

›
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› to the restrictions imposed by the artistic protection

The area directly affected by the project is in
the centre of the city of Belluno, right next to the
monumental complex of the Cathedral. The lighting
design project was developed with the objective to
enhance the façades of the Prefect’s building and the
front of the Church, which is an historically important
and significant place for the city.
8

authority: the entire building complex is protected by
the local department of the Veneto Cultural Heritage
Office, which followed the entire work very closely.
The new lighting project was funded through private
donations by the Inner Wheel Club of Belluno, which
promoted the initiative in cooperation with a group
of professionals who voluntarily offered their expertise and services: the installation was completed by
the company Cuprum Elettromeccanica, while technical consulting was provided by engineering Studio
Giuseppe Fascina and architect Adriano Barcelloni
Corte. The lighting design also included the contribution of architect Piero Peruzzi, a lighting designer
from Disano, and the products were supplied by
Disano Veneto, the Group’s branch company in the
region. The final result fully reflects the original design purpose, which was to provide an efficient, but
soft, non-intrusive lighting to highlight the building’s
architectural style and enhance the prestigious materials and artistic elements.
The lighting project: LED modules,
hidden cables and remote control
The lighting project concerned the façade of Palazzo
dei Rettori overlooking Piazza Duomo in Belluno.
The preliminary lighting design plan called for the
use of modular LED systems arranged strategically

›

continued on page. 12

9

Resins and invisible cables
Details of some of the solutions we used to attach the
lighting fixtures to the façade full of decorations and
artistically precious elements. To respect the materials and
the architecture, no bolts or mechanical fittings were used,
but only natural resins and ‘ecological’ adhesives. ‘Invisible’
solutions were also chosen for the cabling system, thanks to
mineral-insulated copper-clad cables, which are structurally
and aesthetically well-tolerated and also respectful of the
environment.
10
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projects

Continued from page. 8

› near

the windows and windowsills to adequately
exalt the line of double lancet windows.
The engineer who supervised works, Walter Candeago from the Studio Giuseppe Fascina, explains:
“The first problem to solve was to find a way to
anchor the luminaires that was compatible with the
only requirement imposed by the Heritage Office,
which strictly forbad the use of anchor bolts, holes
or visible cables that would aesthetically interfere
with the prestigious artistic façade. Therefore we
had to exclude systems that involved any kind of
mechanical fitting with conventional anchor points,
so we chose resins and special adhesives with the
least possible impact on the surfaces”.
All installed fixtures needed to comply with basic
requirements: supporting frames in oxidised extruded aluminium, covers in die cast aluminium, diffusers in polycarbonate material and “neutral white”
LED luminaires.
The project also features interesting solutions to
control light emissions. Candeago continues: “In
this case, too, we took into account the artistic value of the building. We designed a control system
connected to a timer with an external photocell; as
for power distribution we installed only external
solutions, because we couldn’t bring duct lines inside the building’s space for a number of reasons”.
Due to these considerations, the choice fell upon
different types of cables, which could ensure flexibility and easy installation, as well as high aesthetic quality. Moreover, special mineral-insulated
copper-clad cables were used to reach the systems
positioned near the windows”.

THE SQUARE TAKES ON A
NEW LIFE WITH WHITE LIGHT
On the left, two false colour renderings
of the new lighting system designed for
the Prefect’s office in Belluno.
The images display the project’s guiding
principles: to evenly distribute light
across the façade without creating glare
or dark spots, to illuminate the portico
and to highlight the embellishments
and decorations of the windows and
balconies

12

The history of a Venetian
Gothic jewel
The construction of Palazzo dei Rettori
began in 1409 on a pre-existing medieval
fortification, but the most significant years of
its history start after 1496, precisely under the
rectorship of Matteo Tiepolo who introduced
major changes to the building, following the
design of the Venetian architect Giovanni
Candi. The building is built in Venetian Gothic
style, later embellished with Renaissance
decorations. Works were finally completed
in 1536, under the rector Girolamo Arimondo.
Originally, Palazzo dei Rettori was the seat
of the Venetian government. It was named
Palazzo dei Rettori (Building of the Rectors)
as a tribute to the rectors of the Serenissima
Republic of Venice, which ruled Belluno
from 1600 onwards and also includes busts
and coat of arms representing the city’s
governors. The clock tower, built in midsixteenth century, was designed by the
Fiesole-born artist Valerio da San Vittore.
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FUNCTIONAL interior lighting and
DECORATIVE exterior lighting for the
house of football, a cutting-edge sports
facility inaugurated by Michel Platini

14

News

Its

official name is Sports Center of
Football Association of Serbia, but the
locals like to call it the ‘House of Football’.
This recently inaugurated building project for
football lovers covers a surface of over 11,000
sqm, and has five football pitches, one tennis
court, and other facilities, including a 4-star
hotel with 64 rooms and 4 apartments, a
restaurant with a panoramic terrace, a spa, a
training centre, a sauna, an infirmary, a gym,
conference rooms and offices.
The purpose of this facility is to offer a single
space where people can attend professional
football and sport-related seminars, receive
referee training, and compete in minor league
matches.

stara pazova (Serbia)

The importance of this project is highlighted
by the fact that all major national and
international institutions were involved:
the Serbian Ministry of Sports, the National
Football Association of Serbia, and FIFA,
represented by the legendary Michel Platini
who inaugurated the building.
BUCK was chosen to develop the lighting design
for this project:
The entrance and the reception lobby use
suspended Minilinea fixtures to deliver
general lighting, which were positioned at a
certain angle to break the monotony of the
large rectangular space. The same solution
was adopted in the waiting area and in the
reception lounge, where accent lighting is ›

from all over the world

photos by Ana Kostic
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News

from all over the world

›
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cast over the reception desk using Argostar
2, while the area behind the desk is lit with
Office 2. The general lighting for the bar and
the restaurant is delivered by Office 2 and
Office 7 fixtures. Office 7 was also used in the
conference halls. The hotel rooms use recessed
Atlas LED lights, while the wall-mounted
Cubic fixture above the beds creates a warm,
intimate feeling, while the suspended CUBIC
fixtures shine light above the desk.
The lighting used for the façade had the
objective to light up the entrance: Star
spotlights were used to emphasise the pillars
from the roof, Meridiana fixtures were used
for the covered entrance, while Floor Power
LED fixtures shape the pillars in front of the
entrance.
After only a few months from its inauguration,
the sports facility has already hosted numerous
national teams, receiving extensive media
coverage.

Technical specifications
◗ Main designer: Saobracajni
institut CIP Belgrade (Arch. Gordana
Vasiljevic-Milovanovic, Arch. Svetlana
Karanovic, Eng. Suzana Arsenijevic)
◗ Electric works contractor: ROTOR
Subotica (Jožef Helfrih, Siniša
Pletikosic)
◗ Expert supervision: Saobracajni
institut CIP Beograd (Marko Kraker,
Branislav Bogojevic)
◗ Lighting design: BUCK (Jelena
Vucicevic, Vladan Pejcinovic)
◗ Articles used:
Interior lighting (Disano/Fosnova):
Schermo di Luce A, Minilinea, Cubic
(suspended version), Cubic (wallmounted version), Argostar 2, Atlas
1, Office 2, Office 7, Lex, Mini Lex 2,
Energy 2, 3113 Ghost, 827 Comfort, 418
Rigo, 1544 Globo, 921 Hydro
Exterior lighting (Disano): 1620 Floor
Power LED, 1147 Star, 1298 Meridiana
17

News
by Monica Autunno

Catania

An industrial lighting project
with cutting-edge performance
for the municipal solid
waste management plant
The plant is managed by Sicula Trasporti srl, while
the lighting system was designed by Owac Engineering
Company, a leader in the environmental engineering industry.
The whole waste management cycle takes place here starting
from the collection of the municipal solid waste from the
surrounding municipalities. It is a complex process, at the end
of which the waste is separated, sorted and treated and finally
sent to disposal or recycling. Lighting is a very important,
because it must guarantee the adequate levels of safety
and lighting efficiency to perform each stage of the process
throughout a continuous 24-hour cycle.

18

in 2003) that imposes stringent requirements
for the treatment of waste to be sent to the
treatment plants in order to prevent and
reduce, as far as possible, the negative impacts
on the environment, potentially affecting
surface and ground water, soil, the atmosphere
and humans.
The district managed by Sicula Trasporti
S.r.l. also includes a biostabiliser (already
in operation), a gasification plant (under
construction) and five waste disposal sites (one
in operation, two under construction and two
waiting for final approval), as well as a gasifier
and two waste disposal sites (including one for
asbestos) to ensure the full treatment cycle: ›

from italy

Light

is at the service of technology and the
environment through a state-of-theart project for a model waste management
plant. A brand new lighting system was put
in place only a few months ago in a major
municipal solid waste (MSW) management plant
of Sicula Trasporti srl in Catania, Sicily. The
system was designed and developed by Owac
srl, an engineering company based in Palermo,
specialising in eco-friendly and renewable
energy solutions. The plant in Catania deals
with the entire pre-treatment of MSW from
some dozens of landfill sites across the region.
The processes are governed by EU legislation
(1999/31/EC, incorporated into the Italian law

19

from italy

News

› today it is one of the most representative
and technologically advanced treatment and
disposal platforms in Europe. The complex also
includes: a plant for the exploitation of landfill
gas that powers three electric generators
for a total output of 6 MW (in operation), a
photovoltaic plant with 414 kW peak power
and an electric generation plant (in operation)
directly connected to the gasification plant for
17 MW power.

Owac srl Engineering has been operating through the years to
support Industrial Groups and Public Bodies, delivering multidisciplinary and integrated services in the fields of environmental
engineering and renewable energies with particular attention
to waste management/use. The extensive know-how acquired
over many projects enables the company to present itself as an
authoritative partner for industrial activities throughout Europe.

20

The lighting system
The lighting of the Sicula Trasporti building
complex required the installation of 420 lighting
fixtures for an overall power output of almost
158,550 Watt.
For the building complex, Owac designed
an industrial lighting system with enhanced
performance (the power plant operates
24 hours a day, using lights also at night),
complete safety and high standards. The system
installed is the result of a preliminary lighting
study that has taken into account every detail
of the design: the objective was to ensure
adequate lighting parameters in all transit and
work areas, from the gates to the production
sites.
Therefore, the selected lighting fixtures were
installed both outside the complex and inside
the plant where the actual waste treatment

Technical specifications

The waste management cycle
and environmental protection

◗ Investor

Sicula Trasporti S.r.l.
◗ Designer
Owac S.r.l. Engineering Company
◗ Contractor
Sidercamma Divisione Ambiente S.r.l.
Progetto Geoambiente S.r.l.
Trasporti e Movimenti Terra S.r.l.
◗ No. of fixtures installed
420
◗ Lighting fixtures used
Photon, Minitonale, Rodio2, Rodio3,
Mini Olympic (Disano illuminazione)

occurs, which covers an area of about 1100
sqm and develops to almost 14 metres in
height.
Let’s begin with the entrance area where we
find a 20-metre-tall spotlight tower mounting
Mini-Olympic (Disano) with 1000 watt bulbs.
Minitonale (Disano) installed on poles, eight
meters tall, shed light on a service building
and on the routes leading to the production
site.
Internal circulation between operational units
is made more comfortable with Minitonale
(Disano) fixtures mounted at the top of
8-metre-tall poles positioned every 17 metres.

›

From the dumping stations to the disposal sites or to
the recycling facilities, the waste entering the plant
in Catania is subject to a preliminary grinding and
two successive screening stages. In this process
the waste is separated from the recyclable products
(iron, aluminium, plastic, etc.) with the aid of
special devices (magnetic, inductive, pneumatic, air
processing). The waste resulting from this process
is the undersieve fraction that will be sent to the
stabilisation plant.
The unsorted waste, which is called oversieve, is
the dry waste that will be pressed prior to being sent
to the disposal site for controlled discharges. It is
a rather complex process, which involves several
environmental issues, mostly associated with the
type of material being disposed of, i.e. potentially
contaminated MSW that may cause landfill leachate
and emissions.
Compliance with existing regulations, constant
monitoring of the environmental impacts and the
continuous upgrading of the safety systems represent
the commitment of constant improvement and require
continuous technological updating.

The images on these pages
show some details of the
lighting project developed
for the plant, which covers
a total area of 1100 square
meters and develops to 14
metres in height.
Totally 184 lighting fixtures
were installed inside the
building, where the actual
waste treatment occurs,
in order to guarantee a
luminous power of 71 kW.
Different fixtures were
chosen for the dumping
stations, and for the
treatment, recycling and
grinding areas: the aim was
to ensure the right level of
lighting for each stage of
waste treatment, selection
and disposal.
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from italy

News

› 40 spotlights of the Rodio3 (Disano) range
illuminate the outer perimeter of the treatment
building, ensuring visibility at night, which is
fundamental for the handling of goods and
the delicate transportation operations. MiniOlympic lights are also installed outside the
plant to shed light on the loading yard and the
biostabiliser area.
Worth mentioning is the lighting project
designed for treatment plant where a total
of 184 fixtures guarantee a luminous power
of 71 kW. Architectural details, structural
requirements and building materials (roofing
in pre-fabricated vaults alternated with
translucent slabs in plasmatic material)
guarantee a seamless integration of daylight,
leading to remarkable energy savings.
The large building is subdivided into different
compartments, which have different luminous
intensities.
Light is evenly distributed in the dumping
areas with 24 spotlights of Photon WideBeam (Disano) with 400W bulbs installed at
a height just below 14 metres, while for the

22

area between the roof and the upper storey, 4
lighting fixtures of the same type were used,
but this time with 250W light bulbs.
The designers explain: “In this sector, uniform
light distribution is crucial because these spaces
host very delicate and important operations
necessary to control the incoming waste
stream”.
The same lighting solution was also chosen

On the left two renderings indicating the lighting
trials for each sector of the treatment plant,
divided by areas. As shown in the image, the
luminance levels are more intense in the sectors
where more complex operations take place. The
whole building complex was illuminated with:
Photon (Disano) with wide beam optics evenly
distribute light to the dumping stations, as well as
in the treatment and recycling areas of the sorted
waste. The grinding section is instead illuminated
with Rodio 3 (Disano), while asymmetric Rodio 2
(Disano) are installed along the exit routes. The
lighting fixtures inside the building were installed
14 metres above ground and in the area between
the roof and the upper storey.

for the waste treatment and recycling areas
where 153 fixtures from the Photon (Disano)
Wide-Beam range were installed with 400W
bulbs. Another crucial sector is the one hosting
the three waste grinding plants, which are
lighted by Rodio3 JMT 250 (Disano) products,
while two spotlights from Rodio2 asymmetric
– JMTS150 CNRL (Disano) range illuminate the
exit routes.

The image above shows a detail of the lighting
solutions implemented for the building’s
exteriors. Internal circulation is made safer
and more comfortable with Minitonale (Disano)
arranged every 17 metres along the entrance
routes and the routes connecting the different
operational units. Rodio 3 (Disano) spotlights
illuminate the outer perimeter of the treatment
building, ensuring visibility at night because
the process runs over a 24-hour cycle. The
loading yard and the area that will house the
biostabiliser area are illuminated with Mini
Olympic (Disano) mounted on spotlight towers.
Another 20-meter-tall tower, with Mini Olympic
with 1000 W output, is mounted in the entrance
area.
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News
News
by Monica Autunno
photo by Guido Clerici

pura (Switzerland)

from all over the world

Lighting brings a new identity
to an existing urban route in a small
town within the canton of Ticino

Lighting

as a key element of town
planning. We are in Pura,
a very small town only a few kilometres away
from Lugano, Switzerland, where a recent urban
development plan was completed last summer,
redesigning its vehicle and pedestrian routes.
Alongside the intervention, based on a project

24

developed by the local town planning office,
Disano illuminazione implemented a new street
lighting system: fixtures with white light LEDs
that bring charm and new character to brand
new promenades, and that enhance the safety
and usability of a big park area and that, above
all, guarantee continued savings in terms of ›

eventi/Events
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from all over the world

›
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energy consumption. The lighting fixtures
installed include Musa (Disano) with LED lights,
which were selected also for their aesthetic
qualities to enhance urban routes, parks and
a small public square created around a new
circular fountain. Sforza (Disano) fixtures, also
with LED lights, were used to illuminate the car
park.
But now let’s go back in time to the genesis
of the project. The area targeted by the
urban project extends along an existing road
connecting opposite sides of a very small village
consisting of a handful of homes, schools, a
church and a few public buildings located at the
foot of a forest and park area for a population
of just about 1300.
According to survey reports, the area in
question accommodates different kinds of
traffic and moments of community life: vehicles
transiting across the area, cars coming and
going from the car park, children walking to
school and families visiting the park. “Our

goal”, explains the architect Marco Bausch,
“was to use the urban project and the lighting
system to give a new identity to what used to
be just a conglomeration of buildings, surfaces
and activities with no connection between
each other, in other words, the result of a slow
urban development occurred over time and
that evolved through different stages based on
the community’s needs”. The lighting project
separated the area into two groups, one
consisting of a park area hosting the schools,
the public buildings and the church, and the
other designated to vehicle traffic, separated
by the existing road that therefore serves as a
border between the two areas of the village.
The road was developed “on a human scale”,
so it is narrower than the previous one and was
paved with slabs and granite cubes. The park
hosts a circular fountain “with simple forms
and materials”. The car park was entirely
redesigned and relocated at the beginning and
end of the road, surrounded by a bearing wall.
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dall’Italia from Italy

News
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from all over the world

The small lakeside town
and its civic traditions

■
■ Pura is located in the Malcantone valley, along
the southern side of Mount Mondin. It is a village
with many natural beauties and a long history,
including an interesting fact: like many other
communes in the canton of Ticino, Pura is ruled by
a Patriziato, i.e. a Corporation made up of the local
Patrician families who own communal assets. The
Patriziato is autonomous within the limits set by the
Swiss Constitution and law and took on its name
after the French Revolution. In Canton Ticino, the
Patriziato has the obligation and duty to provide
good government of local assets for the benefit
of the community as a whole, and preserve local
traditions. The Patriziato of Pura owns nearly fifty
hectares of forest, pasture and mountain pasture.
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by Greta La Rocca
photo by Antonio De Donno

ALBA (CN)

from italy

News

To

create a welcoming space and improve
visual comfort for customers and
vendors alike. This was the objective set by
Diffusione San Paolo, a branch company of
the Società San Paolo, an Italian publisher
owned by the religious Congregation of the
Pualines, for its recently opened bookstore in
Alba, Piedmont.
“We wanted to give the San Paolo bookstores
a renewed, sober look,” explains Antonio
De Donno, who supervised the works “The
first thing we did, in collaboration with the
Milan-based architecture firm Sixplus, was
to work on the fixtures and furnishings, and
then, together with Piero Peruzzi of Disano
illuminazione, we conceived the lighting
design”. The typical metal red and white
fixtures in the other stores of the Group,
which represent the distinguishing feature
of our previous design, were replaced with
wood laminate furniture. In place of the
conventional lighting systems, “we mounted
recessed Matrix Esaled spotlights and trackmounted Omnitrack (Fosnova) lights on the ›

A more welcoming atmosphere
for the new San Paolo bookstore,
thanks to updated furnishing
and innovative LED systems

31

Technical specifications
◗ Investor Diffusione San Paolo

from italy

◗ Architectural designers
Yuri Mastromattei and Valeria Manzini
from SixPlus Architetti
◗ Lighting designer
Disano illuminazione
◗ Lighting fixtures
Matrix Esaled 4000K, Omnitrack,
Corner Esaled 4000k, Cubic, Bell 2

›

ground floor; while for the upper level we
chose adjustable recessed Corner Esaled light
(Fosnova) that enable to direct the light flux
to the desired position. To create a welcoming
environment, we opted for Cubic and Bell
(Fosnova)” explains Peruzzi.
Today, the bookstores of the San Paolo Group
cover nearly all literary genres, but being
founded as a religious bookstore, they are
specialised in the sale of Catholic books and
magazines. “In fact, it was precisely to respect
this mission that made these interventions
necessary” says De Donno “Many times, in
the past, we had to remove some of the
lamps in the other stores because the light
was excessively bright, actually it was almost
blinding. So, for the new store in Alba we
chose to use laminated fixtures and LED lights

to make the space more pleasant”. This type
of lighting has other important advantages
because, as Peruzzi explains, LEDs are more
energy-efficient and also guarantee remarkable
savings.
The results achieved for the store in Alba were
satisfactory: “We would like to continue our
collaboration with Disano to design the lighting
for, hopefully, new stores and to replace
the lighting systems in our other bookstores”
concluded De Donno.
The “Via Maestra Alba” project
The new bookstore in Alba, in place of a

News

The Society of Saint Paul
and the bookstore network

clothing store, was opened to replace the
historic bookstore in Piazza San Paolo. The new
store covers a surface of 220 sqm divided into
an upper floor and a basement, and is located
along the city’s main street inside the rooms
of the parish church dedicated to Saints Cosma
and Damiano, in the former residence of Canon
Chiesa, the spiritual guide of young Alberione.
The new bookstore is part of the cultural
project called “Via Maestra Alba”, wanted by
the Holy See and designed by the architects
Danilo Manassero and Mario Romanelli that
will allow the building to host other cultural
centres and religious activities.

The Society of Saint Paul which gives the name to the Italian
publisher “Società San Paolo” is a religious Congregation
founded in Alba in 1914 by Father Giacomo Alberione.
The Congregation was approved officially by the Holy See on
27 June 1949. The members of the Society, known as Paulines,
include religious priests and consecrated lay persons, present
in 30 countries across five continents.
The Congregation uses every means of communication to
announce Christ driven by the mission to “evangelise with
the modern tools of communication” and are active in many
fields: editorial and bookstores, journalism, cinematography,
television, radio, audio-visual supports, multi-media devices,
the Internet, as well as centres for studies, research, training
and animation.
This has led to the creation of a number of branch companies
such as Editoriale San Paolo, Periodici San Paolo, Multimedia
San Paolo and Diffusione San Paolo that, in 2006, took on the
management of the bookstore network, specialising in the
sale of Catholic books and magazines.
There are almost twenty San Paolo bookstores in Italy.
From 2007 to present, new bookstores were opened in Ancona,
Albiano Laziale in the province of Rome, Naples, Padua
and Modena. These bookstores were the first to undergo an
extensive restyling where the metal furniture was replaced
with wood laminate to create a warmer atmosphere.
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A velodrome
hollowed
out of the rock
A velodrome has recently been
inaugurated at the foot of Mount Ararat,
in Yerevan, the capital of Armenia,
which was designed by an international
team and built by an Italian company.
The lighting system of the facility,
which is embedded in the rocky ground,
is also a “made in Italy” project
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A

professional velodrome on the slopes of Mount
Ararat, a valued sports facility using all Italian
technology. Inaugurated in September last year by
the President of the Armenian Republic as a testimony to its importance, the partly-covered velodrome
will open its doors for the 2012 summer season. On
these pages, we are providing photo documentation
when it was still a building site, of the birth of a structure which will surely represent a new turning point
for two-wheel sports in this Caucasian republic.
The velodrome has been erected over the site of
a cycle track created in packed earth in the distant
1927. In the nineteen-fifties the track was restored
and became one of the most important cycle tracks
in the Soviet Union. In 1955, Yerevan hosted the
USSR cycling championships. The facility declined
progressively from then onwards. Today it has been
completely rebuilt with a masterplan that includes,
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around the facility, the creation of several buildings
for the use of the Armenian Cycling Federation. The
new velodrome, therefore, is a meaningful milestone in the growth of the Armenian capital, which, over
the last decade, has already been committed to programmes of urban development and services. ›

The Yerevan velodrome is
characterised by its completely
embedded position in the earth.
Until you actually go into the
facility, you can only see the roof
over the stands, but not the stands
themselves or the track. This
involved excavating around 60,000
cubic metres of earth, of which
several thousand were of very hard
basaltic rock.

sport
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›

A green building project
The Yerevan velodrome was designed by an international team of Armenian engineers and architects
from the Arm Project Institute of Design coordinated
by the architect Ruben Hasratian, of specialists from
the World Record Track (the German, Walter von
Luetcken, and the American, Dale Hughes) and of
Italian technicians from Renco S.p.A., a Pesaro engineering and building company founded in 1979 and
currently active in four continents, which has been
operating in Armenia since 1999.
We asked Lorenzo Monti, the Director of the Infrastructure Division of the company from Pesaro, to
explain the most important design characteristics of
the velodrome.
“Renco’s main target,” explains Monti, “was to
achieve a facility that would be able to host worldlevel international shows with a sufficient number
of spectators, equipped with all the necessary infrastructure also for daily use. Apart from the track (approved by the UCI as a Category 2 track, suitable for
all events except the Olympics) and for grandstands
(3200 covered seats, plus a VIP area), the facility is
equipped with gymnasiums, changing rooms, of-

›

		The track in Siberian fir is 250 long and 7 metres wide.
The roof is a structure of wood laminate with a surface of 6,000 square metres
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Italian builders
who are very active
in Armenia
Lorenzo Monti, the Director of the
Infrastructure Division points out,
“Renco S.p.A. has been operating in
Armenia since 1999, when it took part
in a tender for the privatization of the
historic Hotel Yerevan.
After this first investment, others
followed and culminated in the recent
creation of a complex (known as the
Piazza Grande) of over 40,000 square
metres of apartments, offices, shops
and underground garages, which
overlook the main square of Yerevan.
Operating as an investor and builder of works that are distinguished by their
high quality standards, Renco has earned the esteem and trust of public and
private customers.
Just to quote a few of the projects it
has completed, Renco was recently
the general contractor in creating
the Tatev cableway, which boasts the
world’s longest suspension span (2,700
metres) and is currently being used to
build the new offices of the Armenian
Central Bank, together with a village
for the bank’s employees.
When adding all the technicians
and skilled workers engaged in the
buildings to the employees engaged in managing the hotel and properties
owned by the group, the number of Renco Group employees in Armenia
reaches almost 1,000 individuals.”

Above, the
President of the
Republic of Armenia
Serzh Sargsyan
inaugurates the
velodrome in
Yerevan. On the side,
the Piazza Grande
building complex in
the city centre.
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› fices and all the ancillary areas needed for training
and the organisation of all the Armenian Cycling
Federation’s activities. The Leitmotiv of the project
was the use of wood: the heart of the facility is the
track in Siberian fir, which is 250 metres long and 7
metres wide. The track was designed and completed
by specialists who have in their portfolio some of the
fastest and most recent wooden tracks in the world.
The track and the stands are covered by a structure in wood lamellate – a surface area totalling over
6,000 square metres. To complete the facility, a twofloor building of approximately 3,500 square metres
was constructed”.

Below is a simulation of the new
velodrome in Yerevan. The image
on the side shows the roof in
wood laminate for a total surface
area of 6,000 square meters that
runs along the whole perimeter
of the facility and covers the
track and the stands. The
lighting system was designed by
Armenian architects specialised
in the design of cycling tracks
and by Italian technicians.
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What role did Renco play in this project? “Our company,” Monti continues, “was the promoter, financier and executor of the project. Three years ago we
concluded what for this locality was a totally innovative contract with the Armenian Government. The
Armenian administration undertook to allocate to
Renco, for future property projects, an area in the
centre of the capital, Yerevan, occupied by a velodrome in a very dilapidated state In exchange for
the area, Renco undertook to carry out several public works at its own expense, including a new velodrome. The work, therefore, was ‘conceived’ by the
Renco management, designed by Renco technicians
with the help of the best specialists and totally built
by Renco Armestate, an Armenian company owned
by our group.”
Were there any particular difficulties in completing
the work? “The Yerevan velodrome”, adds Monti,
“at the wish of the Armenian architects, is characterised by its completely embedded position in the
earth. Until you actually go into the facility, you can
only see the roof over the stands, but not the stands themselves or the track. This involved excavating
around 60,000 cubic metres of earth, of which several thousand were of very hard basaltic rock! The second difficulty was in meeting the target to complete
the work in less than 15 months. This target was reached despite the surprises of the subsoil and difficulties linked to the Armenian climate – as extremely
hot in the summer as it is cold in the winter months.”

›

sport

		
The lighting system distributes light evenly
across the track from the straights to the bends
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The lighting system
The lighting system was designed to meet all the
requirements for the TV broadcasting of international events. The biggest difficulty was to adjust the
lighting system to the changing slopes of the track:
the lighting system was required to distribute light
evenly across the entire track from the straight line
to parabolic curves of up to 58 degrees. This is why
two types of spotlights - one asymmetric and one
symmetric – were selected. Maurizio Fortunato from
Disano illuminazione, explains: “This solution was
able to provide both athletes and the audience with
greater visual comfort, creating uniformity along the
horizontal plane, and also enhance the vertical plane,
highlighting the athletes’ dynamic movements, the

bicycles’ oscillatory motion and the acrobatic feats
that constitute one of the most spectacular moments
of cycling competitions”. The lighting of the Armenian facility includes the installation of consolidated
fixtures with guaranteed performance: 52 fixtures of
Olympic (Disano) JMTS 1000W, 28 fixtures of Area
(Disano) JMTS 1000W with medium-beam optics and
lastly 56 pieces of Area JMTS 1000W with wide-beam
optics. All the fixtures have a long arc with a colour
rendering index of 1A90, perfectly suited for colour
TV broadcasting. Some of the photos published on
these pages concern the aiming phase, which involved the use of overhead platforms and a specialist
working with special lifting means and sophisticated
laser equipment.

		
The new velodrome in Yerevan rises on the site of an old track
that used to be one of the most celebrated tracks
			
in the Soviet Union of the nineteen-fifties
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Armenia: the surging development
of the “chrysalis” state
On 23 August 1990, Armenia declared independence. When, in 1991, the Soviet
Union was dissolved, Armenia’s independence was officially recognized.
Seven consecutive years, as from 1999, of steady economic growth and
upward indicators for imports and exports, encouraged the World Bank to
coin the name “Caucasian Tiger” for Armenia, only superficially in conflict
with the definition of “Chrysalis State” given to the Armenia famous for
its pomegranates, by the geo-political observers of the journal, Limes. A
decisive thrust for development on the one hand, bearing in mind the ties and
vicissitudes of a difficult past and the desire for “rebirth”, on the other.
In 2009, after a season of new conflicts, a stop on growth and a definite
reduction in GDP, then a recovery recorded by all the indicators and followed
by a decisive state intervention, now there are positive results, despite the
fact that percentages of an underground economy and territorial and political
specificities are still weighing on the country. Imports from Armenia to Europe
amounted last year to 41 million dollars and exports to this Caucasian country
from Europe and Russia amounted to 144.
The specificity of development in Armenia, a country suffering so many
historical vicissitudes (the old and the new Diaspora and the problem of
remittances, the delicate, not to say explosive, relations with its bordering
states, the scars left from too many tragedies, the difficult reconstruction of a
national identity) and with political-social characteristics that are absolutely
specific, still today causes the business climate for foreign investors to be
attractive but certainly not without difficulties.
However, Italy maintains its position worldwide as Armenia’s eighth business
partner, with a volume of investment in this Caucasian country estimated
in the first semester of 2011 at 3.7 million dollars per annum, an undisputed
engine of local economic development.

Yerevan
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Track
cycling
The first cycling competitions were held in midnineteenth century on tracks, though cycling
became a popular and common sport thanks to
road bicycle races. Velodromes are cycling arenas
consisting of an oval track that can measure
between 150 and 500 metres. Olympic standard
velodromes are minimum 250 metres long.
The riding surface is sloped inwardly to allow
a greater balance between the centrifugal and
centripetal force and help the riders keep their bikes
perpendicular to the track while riding at speed.
Unlike road bicycles, a track bike is a fixed-gear
bicycle and so has a single gear and neither

The sectors of the track
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Important cycling events are usually held
on tracks which have lines laid out in a
specified arrangement. Between the infield
and the actual track is the blue band which
is typically 10% of the surface. The blue
band is not technically a part of the track; but
moving into it to shortcut another rider will
result in disqualification. 20 centimetres
above the blue band is the black
line. The inner edge of this 5
cm line defines the length of
the track. 70 centimetres
above this line (90 cm above
the inside of the track)
is the outside of the 5
cm wide red sprinter’s

Track cycling disciplines

sport

❱❱ Team sprint: is a three or two rider race against the clock
to record the fastest time over the specified distance from a
standing start.
freewheel nor brakes. Tires are narrow and inflated
to high pressure to reduce rolling resistance.
With the exception of the 1912 Olympics, track
cycling has been featured in every Olympic Games
since the first modern Summer Olympics held
in Athens in 1896. Until the Summer Olympic
in Barcelona in 1992, cycling was restricted to
amateur cyclists, while at Atlanta 1996 it was also
extended to professional riders.
In the upcoming 2012 Summer Olympics in
London, races will be held at the new 6000-seat
Olympic Park velodrome, inaugurated in February
2011.
Other major events for track cycling include the
Track Cycling Word Championships held every
spring in one of the world’s largest velodromes.
The first Track Cycling Word Championships were
held in London in 1892.

line. The zone between black and red lines is
the optimum route around the track. A rider
leading in this zone cannot be passed on the
inside; other riders must pass on the longer
outside route. Minimum 250 cm (or half the
track width) above the inside of the track
is the blue stayers’ line. This line serves in
races behind motorbikes as a separation line
in Derny racing (where the cyclist follows a
motorcycle).
The finish line is black or white and towards
the end of the home straight. Red lines are
marked in the middle of each straight as start
and finish line for pursuit races. A white 200
m line marks 200 m before the finish in speed
racing.

❱❱ Pursuit: two riders or teams start on opposite sides of the
track and ‘pursue’ each other over a set distance.
❱❱ Madison: is a team event with riders in each team riding
part of the distance, handing over to the other member, resting,
and then returning to the race at a given time (usually after
two laps).
❱❱ Points race: mass start track cycling event where a sprint
is held every ten laps, with points being awarded to the top 4
finishers in each sprint. The winner is the one to have the most
points at the end of the race.
❱❱ Derny: a cyclist follows a pacing motorcycle, which allows
the rider to reach very fast speeds (70-80 km/h).
❱❱ 1 km Time Trial: cyclists compete against the clock to
record the fastest time over one kilometre from a standing
start.
❱❱ Keirin: riders are required to remain behind the pacer,
which leaves the track two laps before the end. The first
cyclist to finish the race is the winner.
❱❱ Olympic sprint: teams of three riders race against the
clock to record the fastest time over three laps: each rider
competes individually in one lap.
❱❱ Elimination race: during the course of the race, certain
participants are eliminated through various criteria. The most
common types of elimination races are the Miss and Out and
the Win and Out.
❱❱ Scratch race: all contestants start from scratch (on equal
terms). Finishing order is based on the final order across the
line at the completion of the race.
❱❱ Tandem: similar to sprint racing, but cyclist ride a tandem
bicycle.
A popular track racing event is the Six-day race, in which
teams (usually of two riders each) compete for six days in
some of the disciplines listed above. Each competition grants
a score to each team. The most important race is the Madison
event that concludes each day, where the laps gained or lost
count for the final ranking: the team with the most laps rank
first even if it has fewer points.
Another famous discipline is the hour record: it is not a real
competition; it involves simply riding as far as possible in one
hour from a standing start. The current hour record is 49,700
km by Ondrej Sosenka set in 2005.

Source: Wikipedia
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Innovation Led
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light+building
The world’s biggest lighting trade fair is back
and once again it shines the spotlight on the
technological advances of the lighting sector. After an initial pioneering phase, the
new light sources are now regarded as
consolidated products in an increasingly complex and diverse global market. Quality design and materials,
manufacturing

expertise

and

careful product design are the
winning features of ‘made in
Italy’ products
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All the technological innovation and quality
of an extraordinary industrial history
exhibited at Disano’s stand
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A

ll the quality of the ‘Made in Italy’ trademark reflected in state-ofthe-art products representing the best lighting technology available.
This is how Disano illuminazione is set to present itself at Light
+ Building 2012. The strength of the Milan-based Group comes from
over fifty years of experience in lighting manufacturing and research,
which will be showcased in Frankfurt at an impressive exhibition
stand designed by the architect Paolo Armenise from the firm Bestetti
Associati Studio.

The Disano stand will be enclosed by a fence of 6-meter tall poplar
trunks, against a wooden partition, concealed behind a curtain. This
visually impressive effect intends to recall the new relationship between
business and the environment, technology and nature, in which
lighting can provide an important contribution.
In this context, a leading role is played by the company’s new LED
products specially designed for street and urban amenity lighting, which
Disano now presents in an even wider variety of solutions. With these
fixtures, LEDs are not used only to give a touch of style to the urbanscape,
but also to serve as a substantial innovation in outdoor lighting.
Upon entering the stand, visitors will have the opportunity to discover
two constructions that will allow them to take a closer look into the
world of Disano. First, there is a “symbolic” home where some of
the new Fosnova-branded indoor luminaires are installed. Spotlights
and downlighters are mounted next to different types of materials,
such as timber, glass and different wall surfaces: light becomes the
protagonist of many possible “visual stories” for work spaces, shops
or even homes. This area displays many different solutions for designers
who can find more information in the Disano and Fosnova catalogues.
Next to the home space, there is the workshop, the symbol of Disano’s
important industrial history, which provides visitors with the chance to
experience firsthand its materials, products and design. Each product and
its constituting components can be explored on large virtual screens. In
line with its tradition, Disano focuses on
product quality as the bearing
pillar of its manufacturing
and commercial
organisation, which today
has an even stronger
international dimension
capable of offering its
customers a reliable
reference to provide technical
assistance and consultant
support to develop innovative
lighting systems.
Disano will be in Hall 3.1,
Stand E21.
63
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Upgrading a lighting system means guaranteeing greater safety to pedestrians and

environment and reducing light pollution and CO2
emissions. New light sources ensure significant energy-savings, which can be
drivers, while respecting the

further increased with light control and dimming systems.
Municipal administrations are looking at improving the quality of

urban space. Light is

a safe investment in terms of results and economic benefits. Cities not only look beautiful, but
they also save energy.
New urban lighting fixtures fully meet the needs of different types of urban traffic, (vehicle,
pedestrian, bicycle) while guaranteeing the best lighting for everyone and making cities more liveable
during the evenings. Lighting is a fundamental element in new urban

mobility policies.

In suburban and residential areas proper lighting is crucial for creating a sense of

safety. Today,

quality night-time lighting also improves the perception of colours thanks to enhanced colour rendering
performance, and also improves the perception of

night skies thanks to fixtures that do not disperse

light upwards.

Luminaires are an important element in daytime

urban decor. This is why designers must be given

the chance to choose from a wide selection of different styles and forms. The objective is to create a
perfect blend, where the fixture almost disappears into the

landscape or the background architecture,

or on the contrary, where it can turn into a distinctive elements thanks to a well recognisable pole, hence
becoming a clear sign of a new town planning or redevelopment project.

Frankfurt
15-20.04.201265

I

n order to get the best performance from the
new light sources (LEDs and white light) without
neglecting all the quality of the ‘Made in Italy’ design,
Disano presents Visconti, a new urban lighting
system.
The fixture’s exclusive design, which echoes the
Torpedo product, one of the company’s most popular
fixture, is now enhanced with an innovative pole,
as a visible sign of the changes occurred in the new
town planning and redevelopment projects. With
more classic poles designers can create sober, yet
modern light projects.
In its LED version, Visconti is equipped with optics
designed to obtain greater light intensity in different
urban routes: roads for vehicles, lanes for bicycles
and pedestrians, green spots. Many different optics
to deliver the best light in any given situation.
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The fixture includes, among other things, an
automatic temperature control device. If the
LED gets warmer due to external environmental
conditions or to a malfunctioning, the system will dim
the light flux and reduce the operating temperature to
keep on working properly.
Visconti is available upon request in graphite or silver
colour.

New lights in the

city
67

Different types of poles, with different heights and
applications enable designers to use Visconti in new
town planning and redevelopment projects. Visconti
is best suited for installation along main streets and
residential roads, and always guarantees the right
combination of ideal light intensity and excellent
aesthetic impact.
As a wall-mounted fixture, Visconti is the perfect
solution to establish a dialogue between classic and
modern architecture, while the suspended version
enables a calibrated and wise use of light.
The experience and quality of Disano products lie in the
materials and technology of its products combined
with easy installation and maintenance.
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New colours
that blend with
the surrounding
environment

A

new, exclusive opportunity to develop public
lighting systems that blend perfectly with the
surrounding landscape and nature.
Visconti is available with special poles in the exclusive
colours supplied by Akzo Nobel, a world leader in
coatings for exterior surfaces.
Customers can choose from a range of colours that
reflect the natural settings that may surround a light
pole: the stone and cladding of historic buildings, the
green parks and public gardens, or the watercourses
and the background environment of pedestrian routes
along the seaside.
Coloured light poles that blend with the landscape
enable designers to create non-intrusive lighting
systems, which respect the environment and create a
new kind of urban fitting.

M

ost of our roads are still being lit by obsolete
lighting systems. Today, outdated systems can
be retrofitted with innovative fixtures capable of saving
energy and emitting quality light.
LEDs save up to 50-60% more energy compared to
mercury vapour sources and over 25-30% compared
to high-pressure sodium lights.
These results can be achieved only with the fixtures
designed by Disano illuminazione, which exhibits its
experience in the sector through entirely new products
or through the redesign of well known lighting fixtures.
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New lights in the city
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Its smart design provides an improved distribution
of light with a rigorous compliance with anti-lighting
pollution. The fixture can be used in any street lighting
system and urban amenity, and it stands out also for
the particular solidity of its structure.

14 -23 2012

frankfurt

Pordoi recalls the lines of a ‘classic’ among Disano
products and presents itself as a cutting-edge lighting
fixture thanks to its equipment and usage versatility.

The product allows easy maintenance thanks to its
frame that can be held opened with a bracket.

Frankfurt
15-20.04.2012
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New lights in the city

S

telvio and Ministelvio represent the next
generation of street lighting systems
designed for the new light sources and
innovative management and control systems.
The housing in die-cast aluminium, with a
very small exposed surface to minimise the
resistance to wind loads, is equipped with
cooling fins and a heat sink that enables the
optimal operation of LEDs.
Stelvio and Ministelvio are also equipped with an
anti-condensation valve and a control system that
automatically reduces the current in the case of
sudden temperature increases. These properties
extend the life of the lamp to over 50,000
hours.
Ministelvio is particularly suited for the lighting of
bicycle lanes.

24 LED
36 LED
48 LED
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The optical system is capable of controlling
the potential glare created by the growing
light intensity of LEDs while achieving high
photometric performance to allow the application
in street lighting schemes where there is a
significant distance between the poles. In these
cases, greater light control is reached with optics
equipped with auxiliary lens.
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Control and dimming systems
The whole Stelvio range is equipped with a
dimming unit for 1 to 10V systems. It is also
possible to use a stand-alone system that
automatically reduces the luminous flux during
the late hours of the night, when there is
less vehicle traffic. The system for light
control, management and diagnosis is
more sophisticated: with this device you
can monitor each single lighting fixture
that can be operated through a power line
carrier remote control or WI FI system.

72 LED
96 LED
108 LED

Frankfurt
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New lights in the city
led

I

n urban amenities, functionality must
come with aesthetics. Public lighting is a
primary component to ensure the safety of
people, and not only. A good lighting project
can bring a new night-time identity to a square
or to a residential neighbourhood, unveiling
places that would otherwise be forgotten.
Even during the day, lights can play a major
role within the landscape setting and the
quality of the design is also very important.
Disano presents some of its most popular
public lighting products redesigned with new
functionalities and LEDs.
Vista was first conceived as a lighting fixture
for an historic park in Milan, and blends
naturally into the surrounding nature and
green areas. It is also an ideal solution for
residential zones, and it comes in different
versions to meet the needs of more complex
urban areas.
Vista is now available in a Power LED version
with the exclusive shatter-proof cone that also
enables excellent light distribution.
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T

he design of a luminaire like Torcia is capable of
adding a unique character to a lighting project,
highlighting the redevelopment effort of the area of
intervention.
The use of the most advanced light sources
guarantees top-quality lighting. Optical systems are
designed to illuminate large areas and avoid upward
dispersion of light.
The Power LED version is equipped with latest
generation modules with 4000 lumen output and
4000 °K colour temperature.
The quality of materials is combined with advanced
technological solutions to extend the life of the
system. Torcia has an automatic temperature
control device that reduces the
luminous flux in the case of sudden
temperature increases. Moreover
a safety diode provides protection
against peak loads.
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Magic architecture

W

ith LEDs, the relationship between light and
architecture becomes stronger and even more
exciting. The small dimensions and high efficiency
of sources, if used correctly, can give life to lighting
projects capable of highlighting all the qualities of either
an historic architectural work or an ultra-modern building.
The skilful balance between detail and overview creates
unforgettable night-time scenarios.
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Disano presents its classic Elfo spotlight, which has been
used extensively for years in any outdoor lighting system,
in new and technologically advanced versions: power
LED in different colours, Esaled RGB that can also be
used for colour-changing, and white Esaled with high
efficiency and built-in heat sink.

A complete product
designed to fulfil the
needs of any lighting
designer

Frankfurt

In addition to cutting-edge light sources,
Elfo spotlights use many systems
for light control such as the DMX
controller with internal memory,
which enables to store lighting
scene programming and timing
parameters.
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This spotlight offers excellent performance in terms
of energy-saving and luminous efficiency, plus
an extended lifespan (50,000 hours) and IP65rated materials for outdoor installation.

A

lternative energy sources are the new frontiers of
sustainable development that everyone is looking
forward to. Today, solar panels are increasingly
more affordable and efficient, and can perform the
miracle of obtaining light from the sun even after
sunset.
Disano developed a photovoltaic version of Monza, i.e.
a street lighting fixture with LEDs. It is a technological
product designed to be a practical alternative to
normal electricity power: photovoltaic Monza can be
the perfect solution to provide light in those areas
where connection to the electricity grid is too
expensive or technically impossible.
This adds up to the economic advantage of avoiding
excavation works and connection to power grids.

Sunlight
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How it works
The system has a latest generation
microprocessor controlled unit with MPPT
controller that manages the whole operation
cycle. During the daytime, the system transfers
energy from the panel to the battery. At sunset,
based on the system’s settings, the electronic
central unit will activate the dimming cycle, hence
reducing the nominal lighting flux by nearly 50%.
Lights are kept dimmed throughout the night
and until dawn. The system is programmed to
obtain a satisfying lighting level even in the
case of poor sunlight (for e.g. during the winter
with snow and prolonged rain), the PV panel
is exposed to SOUTH and sloped at nearly 60
degrees.
During the night-time it activates a “motion
sensor” that detects any presence around the
pole and powers the LED lamps to their highest
intensity, and then it returns to the initial lighting
settings.
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after dusk
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T

oday’s sports facilities are increasingly becoming multifunctional buildings,
designed to accommodate different types of events (sporting competitions,
shows, meetings) and built according to new environmentally friendly criteria.

The greatest of these events, however, is the sporting event itself, which can
draw a huge audience through TV coverage. Lighting must, therefore, meet
the needs of international events in terms of efficiency and high-definition
TV broadcasting, which require high levels of luminance, light uniformity,
and excellent colour rendering.
Also, greater attention is given to the visual comfort of spectators and
athletes by using light with no glare, as well as to the reduction of light
pollution by minimising upward light emission.
Forum is the spotlight that best meets all these needs.
The optics and different beam angles guarantee top quality light
in a versatile fixture, which is fully adjustable, also thanks to a
graduated pointer.
A cutting-edge reflector, already installed in bigger international
facilities, is now presented in a new version, which uses
special light sources to guarantee a very high luminous flux.
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Interior lighting has been undergoing a massive transformation in recent years. Today,
the primary objective is to achieve maximum

visual comfort that takes on

different meanings based on the context in which the lighting fixture is mounted.
In

work environments, thanks to new sources and light control systems, artificial lighting

can supplement daylight and create a comfortable space throughout the whole work day,
avoiding energy waste and protecting the health of workers.
Our new, stylish LED lamps also add prestige and character to common spaces and places used
for official events.
In

stores, from the big shopping centres to the small boutiques, lighting is the central element

around which the right system should be designed in order to create a pleasant and attractive
environment for customers. The great versatility of our new spotlights enhances the merchandise
in the best way possible and creates customised lighting systems to make the store’s brand always
recognisable.
In the

leisure & hospitality sector (hotels, bars, restaurants) lighting is equally important to create

a customised and well recognisable style. Disano and Fosnova, your ideal lighting contract partners, offer a
very wide range of spotlights and other lighting solutions for all kinds of settings.
Even in

homes, apart from decorative lamps, recessed spotlights can supplement the lighting system

with striking effects that can be controlled with advanced light control systems.

Frankfurt
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Slim

led

W

ith Slim, LED lighting makes a step
forwards. The objective of technology is to
fulfil, as best as possible, the need of comfortable,
human-scale spaces.
Slim must be regarded as the starting point for
ongoing research and it already includes fixtures
designed with future technological innovation in
mind.
A simple form is the result of a complex design.
An object with a great communicative force, easy
to understand and full of technological innovation.
Slim, the new lighting system designed by
Giugiaro Architettura for Fosnova (Disano
illuminazione) has the typical appeal of new design
trends and the quality of industrial products: small,
simple-to-use, versatile, and with technologically
advanced performance.
The efficiency of the design and the technological
quality of Slim, make it a lighting system with
multiple application possibilities, capable of
completing any kind of interior design project, from
the simplest design to the most sophisticated one.

Special for offices
Frankfurt
15-20.04.2012
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Slim takes full advantage of LEDs with a highly
innovative project, implementing a very modern
design that recalls iconic objects such as iPods,
and a complex technology to obtain the most
functional and aesthetically efficient effects.
The particular location of LEDs within Slim
generates, through its complex optics design, a
reflected light capable of ensuring the maximum
level of comfort and functionality.
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100% interchangeable with a lighting
fixture fitting 50W high colour
rendering LED halogen lights
Quick and easy installation

2750K
3000K
4000K

Apartments and stores

with new fixtures or fixtures to be
renovated can look at recessed spotlights as
the ideal solution to turn a lighting system
into a stylish furniture complement.
Thanks to LEDs, the dimensions of
recessed spotlights are so small that they
can easily fit into any furniture complement.
Light can therefore be used to create any
desired effect.
Low Glare represents the technological
evolution of recessed spotlights. The main
advantages of this latest generation lighting
fixture are: energy-saving, great flexibility
and superior lighting quality.
With latest generation 7W LEDs you can
save up to 80% energy compared to
obsolete products, and also have up to
50,000 hours life and excellent light flux
maintenance.

Retrofitting your old lighting system with new fixtures makes you save money:

you can have 11W instead of 53W
86
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Jewelleries, prestigious
stores and showrooms

with special needs can have spotlights
with specific colour temperatures to give
the right emphasis to colours and valuable
materials.
With Low Glare the quality of lighting is
top-rated, also thanks to anti-glare optics
and different dimensions that make it the
ideal product for the creation of new lighting
projects and for the retrofitting of obsolete
systems.

Specific colour temperatures
for valuable objects

2500K
13000K
5600K
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ur new spotlights for stores can significantly
improve the management of the store
itself. In fact, LEDs ensure energy-saving,
long life and simple maintenance. Ideal
requirements for lighting fixtures that need to
stay on all day.
Among the new products presented at Frankfurt
there are the LED versions of many Fosnova
products with interesting technical and design
features. Deimos offers the opportunity to
have the technology and the energy-efficiency
of LEDs with an easy-to-install and strong
product. Thanks to its small dimension, Janus
can also be mounted in thin false ceilings with
LED lights with various outputs and a fully
adjustable fixture. Roma is a family of recessed
spotlights, available in round or square profiles,
which is particularly suited for wide-beam light
distribution over prolonged periods.
.
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Milano

led

N

ew decorating styles require
technologically updated lighting
systems. Fosnova presents new products
with LED sources designed to blend
perfectly with any room of a home.
Milano, a very large family of recessed
spotlights, offers a complete selection of
colours (silver, gold, grey, white) to find the
best solution for each room of the house
and for any interior design style.

Lotus

led

Lotus, with an IP 54 protection rating, is a
particularly strong product, ideal for the
lighting of bathrooms and kitchens.
For the safety of rooms, we designed
Emergency, the great spotlight which is
as big as a coin and that, thanks to LEDs,
it can stay on all day, but with reduced
consumption.

Emergency Kit

Frankfurt
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S

hopping is fun and even a moment of relaxation rather than
a true necessity. Stores should be a welcoming and pleasant
place to go. New LED spotlights enable to create light projects
that are more sophisticated and efficient, while saving energy.
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Jolly, the new, fully adjustable track-mounted spotlight designed
by Fosnova, is the ideal fixture to have a customised lighting
system to enhance any setting.
Equipped with a high-gloss aluminium reflector, it fits latest
generation LED with 18W and 20W wattages.
With a wide choice of colour temperatures ranging between 2700
and 4000K, they also have a long life (50,000hrs) and excellent
flux maintenance.
Jolly is available in the global track version equipped with a
universal connector to fit any type of track.

Frankfurt
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Shopping
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E

ffective sales and marketing strategies include
the ability to make a brand stand out in an
increasingly more complex global market. Stores
should have a specific, well recognisable style,
while being capable of always renovating and
proposing new and attractive environments.
Matrix is one of the most popular products in the
Disano catalogue, and in its new square version
with LEDs, it offers technological solutions with an
effective design.
Equipped with 5, 7 or 9 high colour rendering LEDs, it
is available in different colour combinations (white,
black, metallic silver).

Matr

ix led
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Eolo

led

A

well designed outdoor space to be
enjoyed even during the evenings:
this is the trend that has led to a great
development in outdoor design.

Lighting systems can use small, elegant
products that can easily fit into any type of
architectural style.
Eolo is available in different heights (324 mm
or 514 mm) and has citizen 4W LEDs. The
lamp’s service life is 30,000 hours.
Very low energy consumption even after
prolonged use.
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oday light can be used as a design element with
decorative functions that complement and emphasise
the colours and materials chosen for the interior design.
Riflesso is the ideal fixture for a quality wall-mounted
light with very low energy consumption rates even when
lights need to stay on all day. The citizen 6W LEDs ensure a
luminous flux of 310 lumen.
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ommunication, recreation and socialisation are the
activities that the interior design of bars, pubs,
restaurants and public places must promote. Light is the
leitmotiv of projects that are aimed at creating the right
mood.
Indoor is a new wall-mounted spotlight with a
convincing design for light solutions in line with the latest
trends.
Equipped with 35W discharge lamps with a G12
connector, it is a strong fixture with a long service life.

Frankfurt
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W

ith a diameter of 120 cm, Minerva presents itself as a decorating
element with a great character capable of exploiting the potential of
new LED sources with colour-changing solutions.
The fixture’s housing is in semi-transparent plastic that can change colour
with easily programmable systems. Lamps turn into a dynamic element
that enlivens the space.
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A design element and a technologically advanced product for the interior
design of homes, hotels or public places where it can be used with white
light in everyday use or with colour effects to create special atmospheres.
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H

appy hours and evening events under the banner of
fun and relaxation. With the right light, any public
place can turn into the star of the night.
The new Aosta recessed spotlights with RGB LED lights
offer spectacular colour-changing effects with very low
energy consumption.
The dark light optics in high-gloss anti-glare aluminium will
optimise luminous efficiency.
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